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A century after it was built, this terrace house has been colourfully reinvigorated with a futuristic loft-style ensuite

decorative

smarts
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and a fantastic open-air kitchen. David Boyle Architect, take a bow.
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Kitchen elevation
0
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ARCHITECT
David Boyle Architect
17 Como Parade
Perth Beach NSW 2257
Tel: (02) 4360 1838
Fax: (02) 4360 1878
Email: davidboylearch@
bigpond.com
PRACTICE PROFILE
Small practice specializing
in residential design, including
new dwellings, alterations
and additions.
PROJECT TEAM
David Boyle
BUILDER
Jason Boyle Constructions
JOINER
Seabreeze Kitchens
CONSULTANTS
Engineer Northrop Engineers
Interiors Jason Boyle
Constructions
TIME SCHEDULE
Design, documentation
2 weeks
PROJECT COST
Kitchen joinery
$20,000 approx.
Kitchen appliances
$7,000 approx.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Murray Fredericks

PREVIOUS PAGES: The
singular shape of the first
floor ensuite is accented by
a wall of green glass mosaic
tiles designed to recall a
forest of tree trunks. THESE
PAGES: A system of timber
stacking, sliding and bi-fold
doors allows the kitchen,
dining and living areas to be
opened up to a north-facing
outdoor courtyard.
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5m

First floor plan

Ground floor plan

WHEN THIS TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY Bondi Junction terrace
house was purchased by its new owners, most of the original decorative
elements of the building had been removed. Architect David Boyle was
engaged to design alterations and extensions that would accommodate
a young family, and he quickly set about colourfully reinventing those
decorative elements for a new generation of occupants.
As part of the renovation, the terrace’s roofline was built up to match
the height of neighbouring houses, thus creating space for an upstairs
bedroom and ensuite. Anyone covertly rummaging through the robe
will find a hidden door that opens into a luminously white, contoured
room. The loft-style ensuite occupies space beneath the pitched roof at
the front of the house and this is expressed through its roughly
triangular, extruded form. The floor curves to form a large barrel shape
which changes to a tighter radius at the ceiling, formed from a section
of PVC pipe, before flowing back down the opposite wall. The
seamless shape was achieved with a double layer of compressed fibre
cement, allowing a level finish with the mosaic floor tiles.
A colourful contrast is provided by the shower wall at one end,
which is comprised of five different types of glass mosaic in a pattern
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reminiscent of tree trunks in a forest. A five-sided glass skylight above
the mirror-fronted vanity echoes the shape of the original chimney and
creates a beacon for the street when lit up at night.
Downstairs, an elegant system of stacking, sliding and bi-fold doors
allows fresh air and natural light into the communal space at the rear
of the house, which flows from living to kitchen to outdoor decking
areas. When the doors to the courtyard are closed, a bank of glass
louvres beneath the ceiling can be opened up to aid ventilation. The
galley-style kitchen is kept simple and radiantly light, with a long bench
that extends outdoors into a covered barbecue area. Cupboard doors
beneath the barbecue bench are finished with blackboard paint,
adding a touch of fun for the clients’ two-year-old child.
The kitchen also extends in the opposite direction to incorporate a
custom-made marine ply dining table, which features integrated
shelving and wine racks. The table can seat six, with the aid of a
fold-down panel. Above, a vintage acrylic pendant lamp radiates
striking patterns across a vivid, glossy red wall panel, providing a
visual focal point for the space and setting the scene for a variety of
intimate and social gatherings. REBECCA L. STEWART
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PRODUCTS KITCHEN
Internal walls and ceiling
Plasterboard painted with Dulux
Wash and Wear in ‘Vivid White’.
Pine tongue-and-groove panelling
painted with Dulux Semi Gloss in
‘Apium’. Boral plasterboard on
dining area feature wall painted
with Dulux Full Gloss in ‘True Red’.
Recycled brickwork to barbecue
wall. Flooring 150 mm cypress
pine strip flooring by Boral Flooring.
Particleboard with jarrah inset
jointing strips from Swadlings
Mitre 10. Batu timber decking
in courtyard and barbecue area
from Kingsford Timber. Coloured
concrete to courtyard. Joinery
Corian benchtop with integrated
sink in ‘Glacier White’ by SCF
Interiors. Cupboards are 2-pac
polyurethane in Dulux ‘White on
White’. Splashback is 6 mm
colour-back glass. Blumotion
drawer hardware. Timber shelf
painted with Dulux Semi Gloss in
‘Vivid White’. Lighting Fluorescent
fittings concealed in plasterboard
lighting shelf below overhead
cupboards. Concealed ambient
lighting in wall recess above dining
area feature wall. Vintage acrylic
and string pendant fitting with PVC
chord cover. Sinks and tapware
Integrated Corian single-bowl
sink. Hansa mixer from Winning
Appliances. Appliances Bosch
electric multifunction oven, Bosch
gas cooktop, Westinghouse 520 L
fully integrated fridge and Smeg
fully integrated dishwasher, all
from Winning Appliances. Captain
Cook barbecue from Barbeques
Galore. Doors Western red cedar
framed sliding and bi-fold doors
with oil finish by The Joinery Co.
Furniture Purpose-built marine ply
fixed dining table with integrated
shelf and wine rack by Jason
Boyle Constructions. Plywood
chairs from Freedom. Other Builtin barbecue bench with marine
ply top and blackboard doors.
PRODUCTS ENSUITE
Internal walls and ceiling
CFC sheeting painted with Dulux
Wash and Wear in ‘Vivid White’.
Feature wall uses glass mosaic
tiles from Interni Tiles. Flooring
Glass mosaic tiles from Interni
Tiles. Joinery Recessed mirrorfronted vanity cupboard. Painted
hardboard moveable shelving
unit. Lighting Bubby Light from
Rogerseller. Tapware and fittings
Caroma Leda taps from Candana.
Sanitaryware Duravit Scola basin
and Hatria Selecta toilet, from
Candana. Windows Custommade five-sided glass skylight.
Other Glass shower screen with
patch fittings cut to shape by
A&D Frameless Glass.

THIS PAGE, TOP: A light fixed
to the mirror-fronted vanity
rotates upwards to illuminate
the five-sided glass skylight.
BOTTOM: A bank of operable
glass louvres directs airflow
into the living zone.

